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Fitting notes for:- Jungle Phone
Pack contents:

2xJungle Phone Posts
4m of Pipe

Tools required for fitting into ground:Digging Equipment
Fixing materials

Tools required for fitting onto fence:Drill/Screw Driver
Pipe Fixings
Screws

Before any digging or attachment is carried out it is important to make sure there are no
existing services buried beneath the desired placement points, i.e. Electric, gas, water or
drainage pipes. (Look for existing manhole covers as a clue.)
Check existing plans for services.

Fitting into the ground
Place the Jungle Phone posts where you wish to site them.
Using a spade, mark closely around the posts. Move the
jungle phones to one side whilst digging the holes. Remove
turf and place aside for later use. The holes should be
fractionally wider in diameter then the post.
Hit the end of the pipe with a hammer to soften it - this will help to make the pipe more
flexible when inserting it into the jungle phone. Place the tube along route you wish the tube
to travel to the other jungle post, cut tube to length leaving enough excess to be flexible in
order to reach the fitting point. Mark the path of the pipe along the ground with the spade
and remove turf for later use.
Dig the trench and place tube inside and cover with soil and turf. The trench does not need
to be deep, just deep enough to prevent the pipe re-emerging and creating a tripping hazard
in the future. Carefully lower the jungle phone into the hole. Look to see if it is level. Use a
spirit level on the side of the post if necessary and adjust as appropriate. Set in with
appropriate materials and reinstate the turf.

For any more information please give us a call on 0113 2556342

Fitting onto a fence
Make sure the fence is structurally sound. Place the Jungle Phone Phone in the position you
wish, check the mouth/listening piece is at an appropriate height for the children, if needed
remove a section from the bottom to the post. Fix with appropriate fixing for the material.
Check the length of the screws to make sure the screw ends are not sticking out, remove any
sharp edges if they do penetrate.
Hit the end of the pipe with a hammer to soften it, this will help to make the pipe more
flexible when inserting it into the jungle phone, place the tube along route you wish the tube
to travel to the other jungle post, cut tube to length leaving enough to be flexible enough to
reach the fitting point. Use pipe fixing to attach to the fence making sure it fits securely.

IMPORTANT FOR SAFETY REASONS:- The pipe should be attached in a way so no
gap between the pipe and fence may be a potential trapping point. Adjust post distance or
pipe length if necessary.

Please note:- These items are designed mainly for outdoor use and storing them in hot
conditions may stress the timber resulting in it warping, cracking or twisting.
For the longevity of the jungle post decoration you may need to apply more varnish in
periodically.
If you require any further advice please contact us on 0113 2556342.

